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Would you like to build your own wood-fired pizza oven in your own back yard? It's not as difficult
as you might think and is entirely possible using the knowledge contained within this book. Every
step of the project is set out for you and I explain everything you need to know along the way.
From planning to materials, cooking and beyond. With just a basic level of DIY skills, it is entirely
possible for YOU to construct an oven like the one shown in the cover photo and be serving your
family and friends the most amazing pizza and restaurant quality wood-fired food in your very
own home. Yes, really! Just imagine sliding that first big pizza off the paddle and into the oven,
where it will take no more than a minute or two to cook in the intense heat. Slide it back out of the
oven, which by now will be smelling like an Italian restaurant to everyone gathered around. Run
the cutter through the steaming pizza like a true professional and tell everyone to tuck in! Are you
ready to be the envy of everyone?Pizza ovens or wood fired ovens have grown in popularity in
recent years and they continue to do so. Why? Because they are simply amazing things to own
and be able to cook all manner of dishes with.Get them screaming hot and watch homemade
pizza literally cook before your eyes, enticing you with the smell of an Italian restaurant in your
own home or back garden. Let the flames die down and the oven cool a little and you are ready
for roasting and grilling an array of meat, fish and vegetables.As the oven temperature drops
further, slide in some breads or even a desert. Overnight roasting large joints of meat, simply
with the heat retained in the bricks after the fire has gone out. The possibilities are literally
endless. However, the difference in using an open fire to cook with as opposed to gas or electric
is truly an amazing experience.A few years ago, I became obsessed with the idea of having one
of these ovens in my own garden but I knew I didn't just want to buy an oven, I wanted to build
one myself. Having no previous experience of building anything like this before, it was a steep
learning curve. It also required lots of research to understand how to build such an oven in a way
that it would actually work as well as not fall down! In 2017 all of the hard work and determination
paid off when I finally cooked my first food in the oven.Let me share with you the step by step
process to building your very own wood-fired pizza oven, with tips and tricks along the way. I'll
tell you what I learned and the mistakes I made so that you don't have to. So what are you
waiting for? Lets get started and make everyone jealous!

From the Back CoverThis book formulates a unified approach to the description of many-particle
systems combining the methods of statistical physics and quantum field theory. The benefits of
such an approach are in the description of phase transitions during the formation of new
spatially inhomogeneous phases, as well in describing quasi-equilibrium systems with spatially
inhomogeneous particle distributions (for example, self-gravitating systems) and metastable
states.The validity of the methods used in the statistical description of many-particle systems



and models (theory of phase transitions included) is discussed and compared. The idea of using
the quantum field theory approach and related topics (path integration, saddle-point and
stationary-phase methods, Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, mean-field theory, and
functional integrals) is described in detail to facilitate further understanding and explore more
applications.To some extent, the book could be treated as a brief encyclopedia of methods
applicable to the statistical description of spatially inhomogeneous equilibrium and metastable
particle distributions. Additionally, the general approach is not only formulated, but also applied
to solve various practically important problems (gravitating gas, Coulomb-like systems, dusty
plasmas, thermodynamics of cellular structures, non-uniform dynamics of gravitating systems,
etc.).--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorBohdan Lev, Head of the
Department of Synergetics of the Bogolyubov Institute of Theoretical Physics of the National
Academy of Sciences of Ukraine (NAS of Ukraine), Corresponding Member of the NAS of
Ukraine, author of over 200 publications, including three books: Some issues of condensed
matter physics (2008) Structures in liquid crystal colloids (2015) and Liquid crystal colloids. The
same aspects of the theory (2018). Anatoly Zagorodny, Director of the Bogolyubov Institute of
Theoretical Physics of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Vice President of the
National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Academician of the National Academy of Sciences of
Ukraine, author of over 200 scientific papers, including three books: Statistical Theory of Plasma
Molecular Systems (1990), Introduction to Plasma Physics (2014), Introduction to the kinetic
theory of plasma (2015). --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Very informative. I bought this book and 2 others. Out of the 3, this and
one of the other books was the most help. I am still gathering supplies and plan to build my over
this summer.  I highly recommend for a novice like me.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Not what I expected. Book was detailed but was not what I expected.
Returned.”

Bill Peters, “Must trans meters to feet. All the info needed”

Samuel Armstrong, “Book. As described”

NJW, “Handy step by step guide. Enjoyable read in handy step by step chapters. All the
necesary detail clearly outlined including full run down of materials and handy tips.”

Garfield marks, “Quick read.. Concise.”

The book by Andrew Thompson has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 47 people have provided feedback.
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